
ROUND TABLE, 6-19 STORES 

04/06/06, 1-3PM, TOWN CLUB BAY 1 ROOM 
 
Attendees: 
 Steve Castetter, 7 stores, Arkansas, 22 years with Castle Rentals. 
 Roy Rivard, IT, 11 years with Castle Rentals, using Skipjack.  
 Jeff Lebakken, Lebakkens, 9 stores, WI/MN,  in bs since 1975. 

Bob Freitag, Buyer for Lebakkens, WI/MN. 
 Paul Amlong, RAW-FL, 9 stores, Auditor/Trainer. 

Barbara Lamb, 3 years with Thompson Wells/All American, CO, 7 stores, 
Thompson Wells on RSSS system for 28 years. 

Mike Torgerson, Bert Murdock Music, 8 stores, UT, Bert Murdock in 
business since 1975, Mike working for them since 1998. 

Doug Wills, RTO Bestway,  Doug has been there 22 years less 30 days, 
RTO Bestway in business for 22 years.  Using RSSS system 20 
years. 

Dana Davis, 1st Choice, LA, 8 stores. 
Sean McGrath, 1st Choice, LA, 8 stores. 
 

1. If you were in charge of programming priorities at RSSS, what would 
be your #1 item to get accomplished? 

a. In order to be competitive in traditional RTO and having to compete 
with the Aaron’s of the world, program the ability to do multiple-
tiered pricing and terms and be able to regionalize that pricing. 

b. Complete pmt history – all totals on how much they paid. 
c. Put in condition of an item % and price it accordingly.  Not taking in 

cost + auditing reports to check it (Paul wheel)  Mgr can’t change 
this one. Allow to bump tires Y or N. Allow to bump rims Y or N. 
Rather mgr say opinion rather than on how much it costs. PINV by 
condition – CTRLMNT file setup to allow them to set up 
themselves. Beneficial to RTO too was the response on this 
discussion. 

d. Data points on laser statements. Monthly billing. 
e. Music – choose by model #, desc  CPRTA – combines violin – 

subtotal by itself; trumpet – subtotal by itself; sax – subtotal by 
itself.  

f. POS selling a $2 clarinet reed F9 & F10.  Too key intensive. 
(music). 

g. Report to look at collections.  When it comes to collection notes, 
have a pop up window the person can’t enter through to get rid of it.   
Solution maybe: Have the person have to erase (or backspace) 
through it to get rid of it.  Don’t let them go forward till they address 
the collection issue problem.  Boxes don’t’ go away so easily.  



People figure out how to return through it and don’t read it.  Do this 
on the return check system too. 

h. Tying POS to RTO/music.  Ex: someone owes 2 months rent on an 
instrument and they buy an accessory; he looks at report and why 
didn’t they address the pmt due?  Because not tied to RTO side. 

i. Allow manager to take off late fees; totoal on rpts of your total lost 
late fees.  Deos not want to create a receivable on this.  Solution 
would be carried amt + given amt – shows up next week.  
SUMRPT#1 #25 late fee analysis. 

j. Pmt w/ late fees on say 8 accts.  Calculates.  Date changes it. Ex: 
$@00 amt $100 move up 100 days (lost $25 in late fees (1st 
Choice) 

k. Take pmt screen, hard to get back to cust info and/or inv screen 
(hot key it).  About inv on rent. 

l. Limits by total # of units rented to a certain customer; or limit by 
total wkly or monthly pmt amt. 

m. Try to get more paperless soon.  digital signatures, sign a pad not 
the paper. On agmts have to initial in places; allow them to do that 
and capture digitally. 

n. Fix things so there is no duplicated posting through the business 
processes. 

 
2. Are there any aspects of your job that could be automated by RSSS 

to make doing your job more efficient? 
a. PO screen.  Ex: Ashley online – key it on ours. 
b. Like the mapping thing. 
c. Like the PDF document thing. 
d. Downloading data into spreadsheets to rerun reports.  Love 

Datamart. 
e. More documentation for fields (especially new field) maybe an 

updated glossary.  Class/organization. 
f. Overhaul of control screens.  Relate fields together.  Box it and 

organize in sections related to each other.  Visually make them 
better. 

g. Data integrity issue – using an already defined field for something 
else.  This drives them crazy because they have to remember what 
they are using for something different.   Quit putting stuff in a field 
that is not called that field name. 

 
3. What is something that you have developed or discovered using the 

RSSS system that has made doing your job more efficient? 
a. Script to set spooler dates 
b. Datamart ☺ 
c. Like Unix over windows. 
d. Printing receipt at both when a pmt is made at a different store.  

Income Store 1 Deposit Store 2.  Looking forward to this.  Jeff L. 



e. Reflect pmts made in other store on the pmts rpt.  (would like this). 
 

4. If you were in charge of client support at RSSS, what would you 
change in order to make it better for you? 

a. Status report to clients letting them know how we are doing towards 
client support.  Service level business partner report. 

b. Allow them to Instant msg with us. 
c. Not getting through quick enough. 
d. Secondary method other than instant messaging. 
e. Things that involve the system.  Communicate it to all clients and 

not just the person/business it affected. 
f. Blog – maybe try again.  Customer doing tech sppt for custs.  B2B 

network where our clients are supporting each other too.  Maybe an 
online forum. 

g. Tech Sppt area on a blog – they ask a question; can do a search 
on a keyword for help; FAQ document that gets updated regularly 
from the blog.  Solution might be trouble tickets online and allow 
them to search on keywords.  Plus include vendors and a link to 
that vendor off our site.  I asked if we did this when would they go 
to this area?  Their response, everyday.  Come in AM, get coffee, 
read the blog/forum areas. 

   
5.  Are there any new business opportunities that you are looking into 

to grow your business? 
a. Cell phones – prepaid.  Doug Wills shared.  Jeff  Lebakken asked 

questions. 
b. Paul talked about Global Payments for check processing.  
c. Tax prep business  (Doug Wills talked about what this is doing for 

them.  Earned income tax credit customer base.  Barbara Lamb 
mentioned they use Taxwise where RTO Bestway uses Crosslink. 
Doug shared with them how he hires temps during tax season, runs 
this business and shared some insight into this whole concept.  
Pets Inc. windows based.  Do tax refund – cash checks 3.5% 
surcharge. 
Doug talked about how they look for ways to take advantage of that 
relationship they have with their customers.  And get to know them 
to figure out things that would help them and bring them into the 
store more. 

 
 
At the end, we gave each other a round of applause for being successful in 
getting the 5 questions answered and being able to share also and get it 
done in the 2 hour timeframe.  Then we sang Kumbaya …lol.  However, we 
did not do a group hug. 
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